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Media Server Control protocol requirements

• The document merges two requirements documents
  – draft-dolly-xcon-mediacmantrlframe-03.txt
  – draft-even-media-server-req-02.txt

• The requirements from both documents were presented in Prague. The document includes the feedback from the meeting.
MSC requirements

- The requirements are grouped using the following groups.
  - Media Control Requirements
  - Media mixing Requirements
  - IVR Requirements
  - Operational Requirements
MSC requirements – open issues

• From the mailing list
  – Are these requirements applicable to AS or only to MRB
    • REQ-MCP-31 - The MS control protocol must allow the AS to audit the MS state, during an active session.
    • REQ-MCP-32 - The MS shall be able to inform the AS about its status during an active session.
  – Is general recording in scope
MSC requirements – going forward

- Update the document based on comments on the list
- Working group item